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Molecular multiferroics are receiving a large amount of interest, in part due to the ease of synthesis and their
potential for tuneability. An important compound within this field is ammonium pentachloroaquaferrate(III),
(NH4)2FeCl5 · H2O, which has received a lot of attention due to it having both magnetic and ferroelectric transi-
tions at 7.3 and 6.9 K, respectively. The magnetic structure is complex, with many different exchange pathways;
however, to date there has been no consideration of magnetic interactions above the critical temperature. Our
paper utilizes muon spin spectroscopy, inelastic neutron scattering and quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS)
to show that, as one might expect for these complex magnetic systems, there is indeed evidence for short-range
order above 7.3 K and this persists up to ∼15 K. We also highlight the sensitivity of the QENS technique to the
magnetic transition and any localized fluctuations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.106.104433

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiferroic materials have the potential for some
intriguing technological applications [1] and inorganic-
organic hybrid materials present some advantages over
ceramic/inorganic counterparts [2]. Discovering materials
that demonstrate the magnetic and electronic charge coupling
required can be challenging as the structure requires a low
symmetry, where the inversion symmetry must be broken
to allow for electric charge polarization. However in recent
years, there have been many successful studies of different
multiferroics [3–8].

Almost a decade ago, magneto-electric coupling was
shown to exist within the mineral class of erythrosiderite
that has the empirical formula, A2[FeCl5(H2O)], where A is
either K, Rb, or Cs [9]. Magnetic ordering temperatures of
the Fe3+ moments were observed between 4 and 15 K for
each compound [10,11], where the system was believed to
be antiferromagnetic [12,13]. If the alkali metal is swapped
for an ammonium cation, to create (NH4)2FeCl5 · H2O, this
creates an intriguing material. The structure at higher tem-
peratures has a space group of Pnma, with a = 13.5221(9) Å,
b = 9.9305(6) Å, c = 6.9219(6) Å, and α = β = γ = 90◦,
consisting of distorted Fe3+ octahedra with isolated (NH4)+
groups, with the Fe(III) − O bond lying within the ac plane,
creating a zigzag pattern of Fe3+ interactions. At ∼79 K,
there is an order-disorder transition, linked to the freezing
of ammonium cation motion [14–16]. There is evidence that
the structural phase transition is first order [14], where the
crystal structure decreases in symmetry changing from or-
thorhombic to monoclinic, with space group, P1121/a, a =
13.5019(6) Å, b = 9.9578(5) Å, c = 6.9049(4) Å, and α =
β = 90◦ and γ = 90.109(4)◦, as one cools through the phase
transition [16].
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At low temperatures, the system becomes magnetically
ordered at 7.3 K and ferroelectric below 6.8 K, with a strong
electric polarization along the a axis and a weaker component,
an order of magnitude less, along the b axis and an extremely
rich B − T phase diagram [17,18]. The zigzag pattern of
Fe3+ ions, leads to some complex exchange pathways with
five different exchange energies (J1 to J5), where at 7.3 K,
the system falls into a collinear sinusoidal structure with the
magnetic moments along the a direction, mediated by strong
spin-lattice coupling [19], with a magnetic propagation vector
of (0,0,kz) where kz = 0.2288(4) [15]. It is believed that the
magnetic ordering then drives the ferroelectricity that emerges
at 6.8 K. On cooling through the transition there is a change
to an incommensurate cycloidal magnetic structure in the
a − c plane, which gives rise to a net electric polarization
believed to be due to spin currents induced through the inverse
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction.

The fact that there are two distinct changes in magnetic
structure is an interesting point within this material, especially
given that the lower temperature transition drives the sample
into a ferroelectric state. It has broadly been assumed that in
spite of the complex array of different exchange mechanisms
(J1 to J5), the sample is paramagnetic above 7.3 K. Work by
Bai et al. [20], shows that J1 is an order of magnitude larger
than J2 - J5. Given this, it might suggest that the dominant J1

exchange could lead to some low-dimensional, or short-range
order. Our paper utilizes a combination of techniques to show
that above the magnetic transitions, this is indeed the case and
there is strong evidence that short-range order persists up to
approximately 15 K.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The sample, (NH4)2FeCl5 · H2O, was synthesised by slow
evaporation of an iron (III) chloride and ammonium chlo-
ride aqueous solution. Red crystals formed, which could be
crushed into a microcrystalline powder for the experiments.
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For the deuterated analog used in the inelastic neutron spec-
troscopy measurement performed on MARI, all synthesis was
done using D2O. The level of deuteration was confirmed using
Raman spectroscopy of the O-H and N-H vibrational stretch-
ing modes.

Quasielastic neutron spectroscopy (QENS) measurements
were performed on the IRIS spectrometer [21]. The sample
was loaded into an aluminium sample can and cooled using
a closed-cycle refrigerator. The PG002 analyser crystal was
used, which provides a resolution of 17.5 μeV and a Q range
of 0.42 to 1.85 Å−1.

The inelastic neutron spectroscopy experiment was per-
formed on the MARI spectrometer using a closed-cycle
refrigerator to control the sample temperature [22]. The sam-
ple was first cooled to 4.3 K and measurements were taken at
≈1 K steps on warming up to 10 K. A Fermi chopper with
Gd neutron absorbing slats was run at 100 Hz to define the
incident neutron energy of 5 meV, giving an energy resolution
of ≈0.2 meV full width at half maximum. For both the INS
and QENS, data analysis was performed using Mantid [23].

The muon spin spectroscopy (μSR) experiment [24,25]
was performed on the MuSR spectrometer using a He
exchange cryostat [26]. Within a μSR experiment, spin po-
larised positive-muons are implanted within samples and the
decay product, a positron, is preferentially emitted along the
direction of the spin of the muon at the time of decay; the
muon has a half-life of 2.2 μs. The muon couples to the local
environment through dipolar coupling or hyperfine interac-
tions. In a static magnetic field, the muon spin will precess
at frequency ν = γμB, where γμ is the gyromagnetic ratio of
the muon and B is the local field. The static field is modulated
as electronic fluctuations become present and the relaxation
rate of the muon spins provide information on the fluctuation
rate of the electronic moments. Given the time scale of the
muon half-life, this means any relaxation rate is seen within
the MHz time window. Analysis of the muon time spectra was
performed using WIMDA [27].

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Muon spin spectroscopy

The μSR technique is an incredibly effective tool for
studying the dynamic character of local electronic fluctuations
and static magnetism [24,25]. Previous μSR measurements of
the sample have shown that the muon ensemble is sensitive
to the magnetic transition and this was extensively studied,
where a precession signal is seen below approximately 7.2 K,
however, this was lost very quickly as the frequency of the
muon spin precession moved outside the time window of the
instrument [28].

In order to study the dynamics and the presence of
short-range order, our measurements were conducted in a
longitudinal field (LF) of 1 kG. The application of the LF
is along the initial polarization of the muon. Therefore, the
muon spin relaxation rate, λ, is equal to the inverse of the
spin-lattice relaxation time with respect to the muon, 1/T1μ.
The advantage of working within these high LFs is that one
is able to decouple the muon from weak phenomena, such as

FIG. 1. 1/T1μ, the inverse of the spin-lattice relaxation rate of the
muon, as a function of temperature collected in an applied longitudi-
nal field of 1 kG.

coupling to nuclear moments, so only the contribution from
electronic moments is studied.

The results can be seen in Fig. 1, where there is a de-
crease in 1/T1μ above the magnetic transition. However, this
decrease is fairly broad and does not flatten out until above
15 K. Given that the first magnetic transition is at ∼7.2 K,
this is significantly higher than one might expect if it was
purely electronic fluctuations when approaching the critical
region. This broad behavior of 1/T1μ likely points to the pres-
ence of short-range order, where the muons are sensitive to
dynamic phenomena associated with the onset of local order,
as opposed to bulk 3D magnetic order that occurs through
the lower temperature transition. Similar results have been
observed within other samples where frustration or different
exchange pathways lead to a dominant exchange mechanism
creating dynamic short-range order [29–33].

B. Inelastic neutron spectroscopy

In order to gain more information on the dynamic state ob-
served within the μSR data, an inelastic neutron spectroscopy
experiment was performed on a deuterated powder sample. 2H
has a very low incoherent neutron scattering cross section and
thus deuteration allows the suppression of vibrational modes
in the resulting spectra, meaning that magnetic interactions
between the neutrons and sample are dominant. The data were
collected between 4 and 10 K in order to follow the data
through the magnetic transition, a spectrum taken at 4.3 K
can be seen in the supplementary information. Since the mag-
netic form factor generally drops off quickly with increasing
momentum transfer (Q), the data were integrated between
0.3 < Q < 1 Å−1, allowing one to exclude any contribution
of vibrational modes, and the results can be seen in Fig. 2.

Although the data were taken on a microcrystalline powder
sample and not a single crystal, the SpinW program [34] was
used to simulate the powder averaged data. The constructed
model consisted of four different exchange pathways (Jn,
where n = 1, 2, 3, 4), and is based on the structure and data
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FIG. 2. Inelastic neutron spectra integrated between 0.3 < Q <

1 Å−1. The data have been offset for clarity with the arrow illustrating
the increase in temperature. The dashed line is the simulated (T =
0 K) spectra integrated over Q, as shown within the supplementary
information, illustrating broad agreement with the SpinW model and
our experimental data.

provided within the paper by Rodríguez-Velamazán et al. [15].
For our simulations, the value of kz was fixed to 0.2288 and
to optimize the simulation, so there were imaginary modes,
the value of J4 was allowed to float, resulting in a value
of 0.0825 meV or 9.6 K (see Supplemental Material [35]
for the convoluted powder spectra and exchange energies
used). Good agreement between experiment and theory was
achieved, as can be seen in Fig. 2. It is encouraging that the
exchange energies (see Supplemental Material [35]) used for
the simulation are close to those reported within work by Bai
et al. [20], in spite of the easy plane term not being included
within the simulation. Additionally, it should be noted that
only four exchange energies were needed to model the data
but this is likely a consequence of working with a powder
sample as opposed to a single crystal.

At the lowest temperatures, there is a clear peak at 1 meV
due to the spin wave excitations associated with the bulk
3D magnetic order. As the temperature is increased and ap-
proaches the transition, the peak begins to broaden. At the
transition, there is still evidence of the peak due to spin wave
excitation but possibly another quasi-elastic component that
enters the energy window.

This clear change at the transition mirrors what is seen
within the μSR data, and the fact that there is an onset of a
quasielastic component as well as some magnetic excitations,
albeit with a broad energy range, is also suggestive of the pres-
ence of short-range order above the bulk magnetic transition.
In order to further probe the onset of the quasielastic behavior,
a QENS experiment was performed.

C. Quasielastic neutron scattering

QENS is sensitive to any motion or disorder that pushes
the intensity of the elastic peak into the elastic peak wings
(extremely low-energy transfer), such as local paramagnetic

fluctuations [36] or even diffuse magnetic moments, where
in this case, the broadening of the Bragg peak may also be
proportional to the correlation length [37]. However, there
is little evidence within the data of Bragg peaks and so it
is the incoherent scattering that dominates. This means that
the QENS measurements are sensitive to similar dynamic
phenomena as the μSR experiment, albeit on a faster time
scale (i.e., THz or GHz). All data were collected on warming
through the transition.

Since there was no obvious Q variation of the full width
half maximum (see Fig. S3 within the Supplemental Material
[35]), the raw data were summed over all of Q and although
the changes were small, they were measurable. The raw data
were fitted using both a delta function convoluted with the
resolution function to model the elastic peak and a Lorentzian
peak to capture the quasielastic behavior of the sample. Given
the low temperatures, molecular motion can be discounted
and all of the QENS signal is due to the interaction between
the neutron moment and electronic spins within the sample.
Figure 3 shows the parameters from the fits to the data. It
should be noted that it is commonplace to parameterise the
QENS signal using a Lorentzian function [37,38], in our case,
the broadening of the Lorentzian is able to model the melting
of any magnetic order, where fluctuations are then pushed into
the time scale of the measurement and are again able to be
modelled using a Lorentzian line shape. Therefore, the tem-
perature dependence of the FWHM, will provide information
across the temperature range of interest provided that the mag-
netic moments are static or fluctuating within the experimental
time scale.

As can be seen from Fig. 3(b), the amplitude of the
Lorentzian peak increases quickly at the magnetic transition
with the amplitude turning over at approximately 10 K and
between 15 and 20 K, there may be a slight decrease in the
amplitude. This behavior is broadly reproduced by the full
width half maximum (FWHM) of the peak [see Fig. 3(c)].
In this case, the FWHM will be related to the fluctuations
of the magnetic moments on the Fe(III) ions or any diffuse
magnetic scattering. It should be noted that given the values
of the FWHM, one is able to observe this within the INS
data, however to deconvolute the QENS from the peaks due
to the magnetic excitations is challenging. So both data sets
can be viewed as complimentary. There is a clear link with
the FWHM and the transition at approximately 7.2 K, with a
minimum in the data at 9 K. The FWHM then takes off again
and plateaus around 15 K. We believe that this is representa-
tive of some diffuse, or short-range order, that dissolves above
15 K, where the sample enters the paramagnetic limit.

Further to this, the elastic incoherent structure factor
(EISF), summed over all of Q was also calculated from the
fits to the data, which is a representation of the change of
the elastic component of the single QENS spectra at each
temperature compared to the resolution function. There is a
clear drop in the EISF as the transition is approached and there
is a minimum with an upturn at 15 K. The decrease in EISF is
due to some intensity of the elastic line being moved outside
of the quasielastic peak, i.e., to higher energy transfer or into
a slower/faster time window. The fact that the EISF increases
slightly above 15 K, may be because some of this intensity
is coming back into the quasielastic peak, likely due to the
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FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the experimental parameters from fitting the quasielastic neutron spectroscopy data. (a) An example
of a fit to the QENS spectra at 9 K, where the Lozrentian component has been illustrated to show the width of the quasielastic process. (b) The
amplitude of the QENS peak. (c) The FWHM of the QENS peak related to the increase in quasielastic behavior due to the onset of magnetic
fluctuations. (d) The elastic incoherent structure factor (EISF), where the inset shows the normalized EISF at low temperatures with a fit using
a critical behavior law. The solid line represents a fit where TC is fixed at 6.8 K.

break down of short-range order and the sample becoming
paramagnetic. Since the EISF is an effective probe of the
onset of diffuse scattering or magnetic fluctuations, one might
question whether it can be used as a measure of the order
parameter. In order to create a representative fit where one
can extract meaningful information related to the magnetism
the data were normalized where the lowest temperature point
is 1 and the minimum value of the EISF is 0. A fit to the
normalized EISF, shown in the inset within Fig. 3(d), using
a term to extract the critical exponent;

EISF = A(1 − T/Tc)β, (1)

where A is the pre-exponent, Tc is the critical temperature, and
β is the critical exponent. A fit was attempted as can be seen
in the inset to Fig. 3(d), the solid line represents a fit with
Tc fixed at 6.8 K where below this the system is within the
noncolinear magnetic phase. In this case, β = 0.34 ± 0.1 and
A = 1.34 ± 0.29. It is worth highlighting that within these fits
the dependency of both the β and A parameters is 0.81, show-
ing that these two parameters are highly coupled. Although
within any fit to the temperature dependence of the magnetic
order parameter, all parameters within Eq. (1) will have a

strong dependency on each other. However, in this case, due to
the low number of temperature points, the fit within the inset
of Fig. 3(d) should not be taken as gospel but do point to an
interesting use of the EISF to model magnetic systems.

With the critical temperature fixed at 6.8 K, this results in
a critical exponent of 0.34, in spite of the large error, is close
to that expected for a 3D magnet; for a 3D Ising and Heisen-
berg system one expects β to be 0.32 and 0.36, respectively.
However, the fitted critical exponent does not align with that
calculated within the paper by Tian et al. [19] and although no
firm conclusions can be drawn, more work may prove useful
to link the behavior of the EISF and the onset of magnetic
fluctuations.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Currently, there is no evidence for any change in the
magnetization dynamics at the ferroelectric transition at ap-
proximately 6.8 K. However, there are still questions as to
whether it is the magnetism that drives the multiferroic transi-
tion, or is it a purely structurally driven transition.
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As mentioned, previous μSR data [28] focuses on the static
component, but our paper has shown that it is likely that
short-range order is significant just above the magnetic tran-
sition, which is a hallmark of a lower dimensional exchange
mechanism dominating the magnetism, as has been suggested
within other molecular systems [39,40]. By using QENS, the
breakdown of the bulk 3D order can be followed, where the
correlated fluctuations collapse into the (quasi)elastic line.
Although for a purely paramagnetic system, one would expect
the fluctuations to come into the experimental time scale and
then move outside as the system becomes motionally nar-
rowed. The rise of the FWHM above the transition is clear
evidence that the magnetic fluctuations change and another
quasielastic process, namely short-range or diffuse order is
present. At 15 K, the magnetic dynamics become motionally
narrowed and the structure is quasistatic, where there is no
short-range magnetic order or motions associated with the
molecular units. It is also noteworthy, that no anomaly is seen
at the 6.8 K transition and the trend of all the QENS parame-
ters gives no indication of any distinct structural change. This
further supports that it is the magnetism that may drive the
multiferrocity. Given the previous work using INS [20] and
our data, the simulations point to the J1 exchange interactions

dominating the magnetic behavior, and it is therefore perhaps
no surprise that this will lead to short-range order that we have
demonstrated in this paper.

In conclusion, using a combination of techniques, it has
been possible to demonstrate that there are local interac-
tions that are likely pointing to the existence of dynamic
magnetic short-range order within the molecular multifer-
roic, (NH4)2[FeCl5(H2O)]. All previous studies assumed that
above 7.3 K, the sample was simply paramagnetic, however,
we have shown this is not the case. Additional work could
be performed to understand whether application of higher
magnetic fields can suppress this short-range order. Given
the dominant antiferromagnetic interaction of J1, which forms
zigzag patterns within the a − b plane, the short-range order
may be dominated by 1D correlations, however again, more
work is needed to confirm this.
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